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The wave functions and energies of electrons in a two-dimensional Wigner lattice above the sur-
face of a dielectric (He, Ar) are determined in the Hartree approximation and compared with the
classical result. The lattice sum is performed with the Ewald transformation, which is modified to
include the eA'ective electron-electron interaction in a rather general form. The electron binding en-
ergies are enhanced compared to the point-electron results due to electron delocalization perpendic-
ular and parallel to a dielectric surface. The perpendicular delocalization is strongly correlated
with the lateral electron interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that electrons above a liquid helium
surface can form a (hexagonal) Wigner lattice at low tem-
peratures and densities. ' The phase diagram for this
system was calculated assuming strictly two-dimensional
(2D) point electrons, and their Coulomb repulsion was
calculated in the classical approximation. In fact, if we
put a strictly 2D electron lattice on a Aat dielectric sur-
face, the electrostatic interaction of electrons with their
image charges becomes infinite. To avoid this problem,
the dielectric layer was usually treated simply as a vacu-
um layer (e= 1), which eventually separates the electron
lattice from the metallic substrate. '
For 2D electrons moving freely along the dielectric
surface, the electron distribution perpendicular to the
surface was described as given by the hydrogenlike wave
function and the theory agreed very closely with the
experimental results. ' Recently, the energy of the few
lowest electron levels was calculated in a self-consistent
way. "
In our previous paper' we calculated phase diagrams
for 2D electron lattice on a Oat dielectric layer deposited
on a metallic substrate, taking into account the perpen-
dicular delocalization of electrons' wave functions and we
showed how this modifies the Coulomb interaction. The
wave functions were calculated in the attractive electro-
static potential of the metal and the dielectric assuming a
strong repulsive potential at the surface due to the excita-
tion gap in the rare-gas solid substrate.
This quantum-mechanical treatment of electrons im-
mediately leads to the question of the self-consistency of
the model —namely, the electron densities and their ener-
gies evaluated in the electrostatic substrate potential are
expected to be modified due to the Coulomb repulsion of
the 2D electron lattice.
In this paper we therefore analyze the properties of a
two-dimensional electron Wigner lattice on a dielectric
with an arbitrary dielectric constant, in a Hartree ap-
proximation. We minimize the Hartree Hamiltonian by
taking into account simultaneously (i) the attractive elec-
tron interaction with the substrate (electron screening),
and (ii) the repulsive interaction of each electron with all
other electrons and their images.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we for-
mulate the problem and derive the appropriate Hartree
Hamiltonian. In Sec. III we find the wave functions and
energies of electrons in the ground state of a Wigner lat-
tice in the Hartree approximation. The results are dis-
cussed in Sec. IV. The details of calculations regarding
the lattice sums for a rather general shape of electron-
electron potential are described in the Appendix.
II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The electrons in a Wigner lattice on a dielectric sub-
strate are localized at sites r; =(p;,z;), and their Hartree
Hamiltonian has the form
H =gH, ; H, =K, + W™(z;)+gW' '(p~;z, ,zj ) . (1)
JXl
Here K, = —A 6,- /2m is the kinetic energy operator;
W' (z;) is the electrostatic interaction (image potential)
of the electron i, at distance z, above the surface of the
dielectric substrate. W' '(p;;z;, z ) is the Coulomb in-
teraction of the electron i (charge e) with all other elec-
trons at lateral distances p; = ~p, —p. ~) from the electron
i, and with all their images (lattice potential).
In deriving the image potential, we assume that the
electrons cannot penetrate into the dielectric for energies
in the region of the energy gap, as for He, Ar, Ne. In k
space (k is a two-dimensional wave vector parallel to the
surface) we can write'
2
W' (z)= — f dkD(k, co)e
where
e, (k, co) —1
e, (k, co)+ 1
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and e, is the surface dielectric function, ' "to be derived
microscopically.
In the long-wavelength and low-frequency limit this
reduces to the classical result:
1D (k ~o, co~0) =P, where P= @+1 (3)
and e is the static dielectric constant of the substrate.
The image potential (2) now becomes
W' '(p;z, z') = dk e'" i'W(k;z, z'),(2ir)
where 2 is the dielectric surface (normalization) area and
the Fourier components are ' ' ""
2 2(2m) e
(
—k z —z'~
2~k
eW' (z) = —P 4z
Screened static Coulomb interaction between two elec-
trons at points (p=o, z) and (p, z') can be written in the
form
In the Hartree approximation we neglect the exchange
eAects and treat the dynamics of the electron i in the
mean field of all other electrons jWi. We shall show later
that this approximation describes electrons in the Wigner
lattice very well in their ground states, where they stay
well localized at their lattice sites even at rather high den-
sities. Moreover, the exchange energy was shown to be
negligible even in the case of "free" 2D electrons. "
The electron wave function P(r, ) and energy E are
given by
H, g(r, ) =Eg(r, ),
a, Iq(r, )] =(I~ )+(W'-)+E... ,
where
(10)
and the mean field of all other electrons is described by
their effective charge densities e ~g(r )
~
. The solution of
an integrodifferential Hartree equation (9) is equivalent to
finding variationally the extrema of the operator H, .
Therefore we shall search for the optimum trial wave
function g(r;) by minimizing the functional:
—D(k, ~=O)e-"'+ ') (E ) = fdr;P*(r, ) g(r; ),2m (1 la)
Here the first term is the direct and the second term is
the induced (image) interaction. With the approximation
(3) we find the well-known result in real space:
( W™)= f dr, ~g(r,. ) ~'W'-(z, ),
and E
„
is the effective (electron) lattice potential:
(1 lb)
W' '(p;z, z') =e 1[(z —z') +p ]'
(1 lc)E = ( w'-') —( w'-'(k =o) )
( W' ') =g f f dr;dr ~@(r;)~ ~P(r )~ W' '(p, ;z, ,z, ) .
[(z+z') +p ]'i
In the limit k ~0, we find from (6)
W(k~o;z, z')= lim —[1 D(k,o)]-2~e . 1
I o k
E.
+D (k, o)(z +z') —~z —z'~
(1 ld)
III. DETERMINATION OF
THE ELECTRON WAVE FUNCTION
We shall assume the trial electron wave function, ap-
propriate for the ground state of the Wigner lattice, in
the form
g(r;)=u (z;)v(p; —p;),
where
(12)
For a dielectric, with D —+p, the first term in the large
parentheses diverges, because of the imperfect screening
of electrons in the system. Only for p~ 1, i.e., metallic
screening, the electrons are completely screened and the
system can satisfy charge neutrality.
Generally, it is assumed that the lattice is stabilized by
an external field arising, e.g. , from the positive back-
ground, ' ' which simulates the real experimental setup.
The electron interaction with this external (macroscopic)
field corresponds to the k =0 component of (6):
W,„,(z,z'):— dp W' '(p;z, z')
=w(I =o;z,z ) .
This energy has to be subtracted in the calculation of
the total electrostatic energy of the electron lattice.
CXZ
u(z, )=2a ~ z;e (13a)
1
v(p; —p, )= &pro
0 2
) /p Pi Pie 0 (13b)
and p, is the regular (equilibrium) lateral position of the
ith electron in the lattice. The two parameters (a, o)
should be determined by minimizing the Hamiltonian
(10).
Here we shall briefly argue why the wave function (12)
can be factorized, and a more rigorous proof will be de-
rived in the following sections, together with the form of
these factors.
The first two terms E and W' in the Hamiltonian (1)
depend separately on p and z coordinates. We have ana-
lyzed the third term (lattice potential), assuming a small
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=g W' '(pj;z, , z, )+y(z, ,z, )(bp, )~+
JWI
and the harmonic constant y can be put in the form
(14)
g cos'P, f dk k'Jo(kp, , )W''(k;z, ,z, ) .4~
~,
.
' o
Here p is the angle between p; and bp, , and Jo is the
Bessel function. When we average the potential (14), and
therefore y(z, ,z.), over the z coordinates, e.g. , with the
functions u (z), Eq. (13a), and perform the summation
over at least four electron shells, we obtain (to within
1%) the same value for y regardless of the choice of the
parameter a in the functions u (z) and regardless of the
direction in the crystal.
In this way we have shown that the whole effective
Hamiltonian can be assumed, in the harmonic approxi-
mation (14), to depend separately on p and z. This holds
true for all realistic physical situations, i.e., for p 0.3,
4aao )f3, and bp; 80.3ro [which is the condition for the
harmonic approximation (14)]. Here ao is the Bohr ra-
dius and ro is the lattice constant. Therefore an electron
will feel the same harmonic potential in the p direction
regardless of its perpendicular delocalization, i.e., the pa-
rameters a and o. should be almost independent.
The physical meaning of the two variational parame-
ters is obvious: Parameter o. gives th lateral spread of the
electron density, while the mean perpendicular position
of the electron
(15a)
and its perpendicular width
&z —= (&z') —&z )')'"= V'32' (15b)
displacement 4p, of the electron i from its equilibrium
position:
g 8" '(p, + b p; —p;z, ,z )
JWl
& ~''(k =0))= e lim (1 —P)—+(3P——,", )—S k-O k A
Here S= A /gj 1 is the average area per electron. Now
we have to determine the effective lattice potential Ep f
(1 lc).
One can easily obtain the interaction between two elec-
trons in direct or in Fourier space, but the summation
converges extremely slowly due to the long range of the
Coulomb interaction.
An analogous summation in the case of the two-
dimensional classical (point-electron) Wigner lattice was
performed by Bonsall and Maradudin, ' who used the
fast-convergent Ewald transformation appropriate for the
1/p potential. Peeters and Platzman"' slightly modified
this method in order to include the electron screening.
We shall here adopt basically the same procedure, but for
a more general form of the potential. Our approach can
be applied to various problems and therefore we describe
the detailed calculations in the Appendix.
Although the calculations do not depend upon the
symmetry of the Wigner lattice, we shall perform (numer-
ical) calculations for the hexagonal lattice, which turns
out to be the most stable configuration. In that case the
relation between the direct ro and the reciprocal go lat-
tice vectors is
go =2vrro IS, S = —,'&3ro . (19)
A. Perpendicular delocalization of electron density
Here we shall brieAy analyze the perpendicular spread
of an electron wave function u (z), neglecting the lateral
spread of the electron density ((r =0).
In the case of a single electron interacting with the sub-
strate via the image potential (4), the Schrodinger equa-
tion with the boundary condition u' (0)=0 leads to the
hydrogen-like series of image states. Exact solution for
the ground state is
are determined by a.
The classical (point-electron) approximation is ob-
tained for a~ ~, o.~0:
uo (z)=2ao ze
2
Eim = P2
32QO
(20)
(21)
~u (z;)~ 5(z, ), (16a) where
IU(p; —p';) ~' ~ 5(p; —p; ) .o~0 (16b)
2
& K ) = ao(a + I /o. ), (17a)
Inserting (12) and (13) into (11) we find the mean kinet-
ic energy and image potential:
ao=p/4ao . (22)
u(z)=2a ~ ze ', z)0 (23)
Now we include the Coulomb repulsion between elec-
trons in the lattice and (in the a. =0 limit) calculate its
inhuence on the electron wave function and energy.
We shall assume that the ground-state wave function
still has the same analytic dependence
e2&W™)=—p a.4 (17b)
as in the noninteracting case, but the parameter 0. has to
be determined by minimizing the functional:
The k =0 component of (7), summed over all electrons,
becomes
2 Q 2E (a) = aoa —P a+E „(a,o. =0) . (24)
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The lattice potential energy E „(a,o)is'derived in the
Appendix. The o. =0 limit is obtained, e.g., by substitut-
s( Vo)
ing the operator e with unity.
In Fig. 1 we show optimized values of a for various lat-
tice parameters rp. At low densities in the argon case o.
reaches the asymptotic value (ao) already above
0
rp-300 A, but for helium it happens at much larger dis-
tances, because the electrostatic attraction is very weak.
B. Lateral spread of the lattice electrons
~o 1 ~o
2 Qpap
3/4
or
Op
rp
Qp
8 rp
1/4
(28)
From Eqs. (25) and (28) we can conclude that the wave
function overlap is negligible for O.p 0.2r p, i.e., for0
rp ~40 A, which is practically always the case. In this
way we have verified our starting (Hartree) approxima-
tion.
With the harmonic wave function (25) we have to mini-
mize the functional
e (
—1/2)(P/~ )1UoP
~
—
where the lateral spread o. of the wave function is related
to the harmonic frequency co:
o. =(fi/m co)'/ (26)
As an approximation we shall take a characteristic
value co=~p close to the Brillouin zone boundary, as was
defined by Bonsall and Maradudin
Here we shall study the electrons confined at lattice
sites in the potential wells of finite size and strength, and
therefore with some lateral spread, but now neglecting
their perpendicular size (a~ oc ).
In the harmonic approximation (14), which is expected
to be correct at low temperatures, ' the ground-state elec-
tron wave function takes the form
e 1E(o ) = ao +E,„(a~oo, o )2 g (29)
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
in order to obtain the parameter o.. The lattice potential
energy E(a, o ), derived in the Appendix, is much easier
to calculate in the a~ Oc limit, because the function f(x)
now becomes a simple constant (1—P), Eq. (A9).
Figure 2 shows the rp dependence of the optimized
electron wave function spread o.. We also show oo(ro)
given by Eq. (28), based on a simple harmonic approxi-
mation. It turns out that o. depends weakly on the prop-
erties of the substrate, so o.p becomes an excellent ap-
proximation for both He and Ar substrates.
The condition ro & 5o. is fulfilled already for rp 40 A,
which again confirms the validity of our model even in
the region of high electron densities.
e'2v'2
p
ao( "o/~o )3/2
From (26) the corresponding parameter o o becomes
(27) In order to find both the perpendicular and the lateral
spread of the electron wave function we have to minimize
the functional
E(a, o )= &K)+ & W™)+E...(a, o), . (30)
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FIG. 1. Optimized values of o: (in units 4ao) with o. =0, for
helium and argon, as functions of lattice parameter ro. The
dashed lines represent the ao values, obtained when neglecting
the electron-electron interaction: 4aoao =P takes the value
0.027 for He and 0.248 for Ar.
FIG. 2. Optimized values of o. (in units 1/ao) with o,'= ~,
for helium and argon, as functions of lattice parameter ro. The
dashed line represents the approximative uo values, which al-
most correspond with o. values for argon.
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whole range of densities.
Of course, the situation might be saved by an ad hoc
shift of the electrons away from the dielectric surface.
However, this shift is the consequence of exactly those
finite-size effects we are addressing in this paper.
In conclusion, in this paper we have reported calcula-
tions of the ground-state energies and wave functions of
electrons in a two-dimensional Wigner lattice on a dielec-
tric substrate in the Hartree approximation. We include
the effects of final electron density spread parallel and
perpendicular to the surface. Such a treatment can serve
as a simple model for further investigations of two-
dimensional Wigner lattices. '
APPENDIX: LATTICE SUM FOR THE
EFFECTIVE ELECTRON-ELECTRON INTERACTION
From (11) and (12) the effective interaction among two
electrons at their regular lateral sites (po, pi ) can be writ-
ten in the Fourier space as
, f dk f« f«'lu(z)l'lu(z')I'W(k;z, z') f dp f dp'e'"" "lv(p —po)l'I v(p' —pi) I' . (A 1)
the integration over (p, p') gives
fdpf dp'e' ' 'Iu(p —po)l Iu(p' —pi)l =e ' ' Iv (k)l
where
v (k)=—f dp e'"~lv(p)I'=e' "4"~""
Expanding
lv (k)l =1——,'(crk) + (A3)
we obtain the multipole expansion of the potential ( Wol ) in terms of even powers of o/Ipo Ptl 'particularly, in the
a~~ limit we find
( We-e)
2
~2
-(1—P) 1+— + .
Ip, —pil 2 Ipo —pil'
(A4)
For lpo —pi I ) 5o. this expression converges very fast and o does not influence ( W' ') appreciably.
In order to obtain simple I /p behavior appropriate for the Ewald transformation, we must take the o dependence in
front of the integral (A 1). This can be done with the following identity:
f 7 ~ ( i /2 ) ( 0 k )2 1 k .(po —p i ) s ( Vo ) i k - (pO p iake e =e dice
where
s(Vo)= &(oVo) Vo= e, + e2 .
Bx0 Byo
Now we make the transformation from the Fourier space to the x space:
—( — ) xf dke ' ' f dz f dz'Iu(z)l Iu(z')I W(k;z, z')=e —f dx e ' ' f(x) .(2~) v'~ o
(A5)
Obviously, in (A6) we transform the effective electron-electron interaction in the cr =0 limit. The function f (x) is given
by
f(x)= f dz f dz'Iu(z)l Iu(z')I (e ' ""—Pe (A7)
Inserting (13a) for u (z) in f (x), after coordinate transfor-
mation we find
f(x)=
—,
' f dy[(y +3y+3)—P —,', y ]e e
Finally we can put ( Wol') in a convenient form:
) x(W'')=e —e ' f dxe ' ' f(x)v'~ o (A10)
In the classical limit f(x) becomes a constant:
lim f(x)=1—P .
(X—+ oo
(AS)
(A9) ( W' ') = lim g ( W' ') —( W' ')&0-0 (A 1 1)
Total electrostatic energy of an electron at po=O can
be written as
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—(po —pl) x 1 7T + iG po G2/4
22 2
e e e
1 S ~ 2
(A12)
Now we can use the Ewald transformation to transform
the direct lattice sum over p& into a sum over reciprocal
lattice vectors G:
We have introduced the functions
P~(z)= f dt t"e "f(rj&t ),1
PG(z)= f dt t"e "f(rI/&t ),1
(A14a)
(A14b)
( pre-e) ( ~e-e) + ( ~e-e)
(~l;')=e' "—ate 'p (/2[rt'—(po pl) ]—]p =0
~ l&0
(A13)
In a standard way we divide the potential energy in
two parts: the long-range (x (rt) contribution (O'G')
where the summation will be performed in G space, and
the short-range (x )g) contribution ( 8 I( '):
rt=(go/2ro))/2, (A15)
which both reduce to the standard Misra functions if f is
a constant (as in the a~ oo limit).
Obviously ( W' ') should not depend on the choice of
the parameter g and we choose it to be
( ~e-e ) ( ~e-e )
2
—()/2)(aG) aG (G2 4 2)~~ e
GWO
s(V ) — x
vr
Po
(A13a)
(A13b)
so that direct and lattice sums converge equally fast. In
this way it is enough to take only the first two terms in
the sums (A13a) and (A13b).
s( V'() )The operator e ' gives simply the factor e
when operating on G terms. To evaluate the expressions
in curly brackets in (A13) we use the expression
s(V )(e 'e ' ' ) ()=1—2(ox) +2(ox) (plx) +4(crx)
which leads to
(t' —)/2[rt (Po Pl) ]]p,=o 0' )/2('9 Pl) —(tr'9) lt)+)/2('9 pl) +(2(gT) [(Pi'9) +2(a'9) ]~3/2( 1 pl)+ ' ' '
s(V ) — xf dx(e 'e ' ) of(x)= f dx[l —2(ox) +4(ox) + ]f(x) .
(A16)
The convergence is achieved for (o rj ) (( l.
From (19) and (A15) we find for the hexagonal lattice
2
(A17)
in order to show explicitly that ( 8" '(k =0) ) cancels the
divergency in the G =0 term of ( WG '):
2
( 8'G ='0 ) —( 8 ' '(k =0) ) = — 2v'rr f dx
'g X
so that the condition ro & 50. again gives very fast conver-
gence (a.g (0.4).
The divergent character of the repulsive potential ener-
gy (A13) is evident in the uniform G =0 term: In this way the lattice potential energy
(A20)
(A18) (A21)
Namely, for x~0, f(x) —1 —/3, so that the integral in
(A18) diverges at the lower boundary.
This divergency has to be removed by subtracting the
k =0 component of the total potential energy.
( 8" '(k =0)) was already given in (18), but it is here
convenient to rewrite it in terms of f (x) as
( 8 ' '(k =0) ) =g f dp W(p) =—e 2v'm f dx
1
(A19)
becomes finite and attractive, which stabilizes the elec-
tron lattice.
Let us notice that for localized electrons we find
Ep,„(a~~,o ~0)= —(1—P)4.2134e /ro . (A22)
This point-electron result was already obtained, for f3=0,
by Bonsall and Maradudin. '
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